VALUE THEM BOTH

What did the Kansas Supreme Court do?:
þ The Court created an unfettered, limitless right to abortion in our Kansas Constitution – quite contrary
to our right to life.

þ This newly created right is protected at an even higher level than the federal right. This makes it even
more difficult for our legislature to place regulation on the abortion industry. The case requires the
government to show that it has a compelling interest in limiting abortion and now all laws protecting
life are presumptively unconstitutional.

þ This ruling calls every Kansas law on abortion into question, even the most reasonable regulations on

abortion. The Court wants to stop us from protecting life. This is a clear power grab by 6 unelected who
are attempting to force us to agree with their ideology.

þ The Court gave little, to no, direction on what this ruling will mean for our ability to protect life beyond
the cases they cited – opening the door for limitless abortion in Kansas.

What problems does a limitless right to abortion create?:
þ Undoes years of hard work to protect life in our state. The case raises questions about even the

most reasonable regulations like parental notification and informed consent laws. This ruling will likely
limit our ability to provide the most basic protections for women and babies, even calling into question
our ability to limit some of the most barbaric practices of the abortion industry.

þ Could require our state to fund abortions, even forcing private hospitals to provide

abortions. The Court relied on four cases from other states that required the state to pay for abortion
through Medicaid and one that even required a private, religious hospital to perform abortions. This
raises serious conscience concerns for Kansans.

þ Opens the door for the creation of countless other rights. The way the Court reached their

conclusion opens the door for other rights such as the legalization of assisted suicide, marijuana, and
mandating that we pay for transgender surgeries.

Kansans must protect life by reversing the ruling in 2021
What can we do to reverse this ruling?:
þ The only way to reverse this ruling is by passing a Constitutional Amendment stating that there is not a

right to abortion in our Constitution. This will require 2/3 of each of both the House and the Senate and
the majority of voters to vote FOR the amendment.

þ We need YOU to tell your legislators to protect life by passing this amendment.
þ We need YOU to vote to protect life at the ballot box in 2021.

